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FORTHCOMING
EVENTS
Liability SIG Seminar
Thursday 1st September
The Lighthouse
11 Mitchell Lane
Glasgow G1 3NU

CILA Conference
Wednesday 14th September
The Midland Hotel
16 Peter Street
Manchester M60 2DS

Construction, Energy &
Engineering SIG Seminar

Fire Marks – 350th anniversary
of the Great Fire of London
This year sees the 350th anniversary of the Great Fire of London.
To commemorate the event and the dawning of loss adjusting we
are selling, by silent auction, six fire marks.
The proceeds will be split between
an Alzheimer’s Charity, The Fire Brigade
Benevolent fund and the Loss
Adjusters’ Benevolent Fund which is
now managed by the Insurance
Charities. This is subject to rules set by
the Executive Committee and full
details will be announced in due course.

Benedict Burke, President of the CILA
said that “this event marked the birth
of loss adjusting and the opportunity
to buy a fire mark and in doing so
donate to worthwhile charities could
not be overlooked.”
Continued on page 2
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Here, we take a look at some of the
facts about the Great Fire.
The fire was preceded by ten months
of drought and started in Pudding
Lane on 2nd September 1666.
Thomas Farriner owned a bakery
in Pudding Lane, he omitted to
extinguish his oven on the night of
1st September. The result was the
loss of 13,000 houses, 44 company
halls, 87 churches including St Paul’s
Cathedral which, despite being
constructed of stone was razed to
the ground. The fire covered 373
acres of the City.
Some reports suggest up to 70,000
people were killed, however, despite
the high number of deaths only six
were recorded officially, not all
deaths were registered in 1666 and
especially not those of ordinary
working people…
Homes burnt easily being constructed
of wood and straw and being close
together. Samuel Pepys the famous
diarist and Clerk of the Privy Seal
recognised the horror of the event as
the extent and spread materialised.
He asked King Charles II for help –
this was a major political and social
event, the fire was also blamed by
some on terrorism or arson by a
foreign power. In fact a poor
demented French watchmaker called
(Lucky) Hubert, confessed to setting
the fire deliberately. He was rapidly
hanged before it was proved that he
could not have started the fire as he
was not in England at the time.
Crowds watched as the disaster
unfolded. The King required that
all of the houses in the path of the
fire were pulled down to create a
‘firebreak’. Despite the creation of the
firebreak it was all to no avail as the
pace of the fire outstripped the rate
of demolition. As a result gunpowder
was used to blow up homes to create
a larger firebreak. The sound of
gunpowder left Londoners believing
that the French were invading and
spread even more panic.
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The flames were finally extinguished
on 5th September at Pie (Pye) Corner
Smithfield; but Samuel Pepys
commented in March 1667 that he
could still see and smell smoke from
basements six months on...
Following the Great Fire, rebuilding
commenced in the spring of 1667
with around 800 properties rebuilt
that year. By 1688 about 15,000
properties had been rebuilt and a
tax on coal brought into London was
used to fund the reconstruction –
this tax raising around £50,000.
This tax continued to be charged
long after the restoration.
The total cost of the fire is estimated
at £10,000,000 or £1.1 Billion in
today’s money. However, this is likely
to be understated as this does not
take into account the loss of trade in
the rest of the country.
Loss Adjusting could be said to
have been born out of the fire with
fourteen judges hearing disputed

cases. Sir Christopher Wren was
given the task of rebuilding London
and this included widening streets to
prevent a reoccurrence. Widening
streets meant that people lost land
and needed to be compensated –
a role undertaken by what were
probably the first people to
undertake a loss adjusting role.
The Great Fire of London was a
horrific event that led to changes in
the way London was built and the
birth of Loss Adjusting. 350 years
on it is worth reflecting on the
devastating event, the trauma
suffered and the lessons learned.

This article has been produced
following research by Charlie
Stewart, aged 10, Winns Primary
School, Walthamstow to whom
we are most grateful.
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Loss adjusting in the Gaza Strip
By Simon Burley ACII FCILA, Chair of the CILA
Smaller Independent Practices SIG
A week working in the Gaza Strip
was not on my bucket list and, as
might be imagined, it presented
a few challenges whilst also adding
to the bank of interesting life
experiences.
Essentially this was a liability claim
where the claimant had sustained
missile damage to seven school
buildings spread across the Gaza.
The schools needed inspecting
and various parties interviewed to
provide supporting evidence on
circumstances and quantum.
Travelling into Gaza on a Sunday
morning as part of a United Nations
(UN) convoy was the start of a
fascinating week. Once in the Gaza
movement was restricted unless
accompanied by a driver and an
armoured vehicle. The UN compound

served as an excellent base with
good IT, a spacious office and
a group of people keen to help.
I travelled to the north and south
of this narrow strip of land in the
company of my regular driver and
an American Palestinian lawyer
who was both my client, my guide
and my translator.
The claims included significant
building damage, equipment and
furniture and unfortunately a number
of fatalities. The claimant’s strategy
for their claim was refreshing, keener
to get it right rather than attaching
too much importance to how much
was claimed.
The Gaza has many problems and
the Palestinian residents have a
difficult and very restrictive life, many
are unable to leave this narrow strip

of land which houses circa 1.4 million
of which 1.2 million are refugees. Yet
despite their difficult circumstances
they were incredibly hospitable
and welcoming.
There were difficult moments, at
one school the Caretaker wanted
to understand why I was counting
damaged desks and cupboards
but was not doing anything for his
son who died in the shelling. More
positive memories will include
breakfast overlooking a sparkling
blue sea, a moment of tranquillity
each day and a conversation with a
young translator who spoke perfect
English despite having never left the
Gaza or spoken face to face with an
Englishman before I arrived.
It was an interesting project and the
trip was an experience to treasure.
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Qualification Success

Elevations since the June 2016 edition of Claims Focus

New Associate & Certified Members
• Gregory Harris

Cunningham Lindsey NZ Ltd

• Philip Rivero

Adjusting Associates LLP

• Richard Wakeham

Agrical Ltd

• Cher Ng

Mestari Adjusters SDN BHD

New Advanced Diploma Holders
• Helen Browne

Crawford & Company

• Steven Webster

Crawford & Company

• Barnaby Smith

vrs Vericlaim UK Ltd

• Andrew Rankin

Agrical Ltd

• Aditya Shah

Mehta and Padamsey Pvt Ltd

• Simone Sailman

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Neil Wright

AIG

• Daniel Overing

vrs Vericlaim UK Ltd

• Colin Ashford

Crawford & Company

• Hasil Qureshi

Davies Group

• Steven Rickelton

RSA Loss Adjusting Services

• Julie-Anne Headington 	Channel Islands
Adjusters Limited
• David Bevan

vrs Vericlaim UK Ltd

New Diploma Holders
• Jane Galilee

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Bryce Walker

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Elizabeth Whittington

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• John Taylor

Crawford & Company

• Angela Pollock

Oval Insurance Broking Ltd

• Andrew Allan

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Andrew SivaChandra

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Robert Slattery

Gallagher Bassett Int. Ltd

• Georgina Powditch
• Robert Mason

Charles Taylor Adjusting

• Michael Adeyinka

Continental Reinsurance plc

New Certificate Holders
• Samantha Adams

Davies Group

• Sonia Davies

Davies Group

• Kieran Sutton

Davies Group

• Aruna Chandrapalan

AON Ltd

• John Morrison

• Admasu Weldeyes

• Mark Gilbert

• Mike Cashmore

Claims Consortium Group

• Evans Ngalai	General Adjusters
Kenya Limited

• Ben Squires

Crawford & Company

• Francis Porter

Claims Consortium Group

• Sean Reeves-Jones

Davies Group

• Rochelle Turner

Stream Claims Services Group

• Sarah Kelly

Davies Group
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New Certificate Holders continued
• Emma Quirk

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Clara Wilson

• Matthew Hendley

Davies Group

• Sandra Wadkin

• Timothy Whitehurst

Davies Group

• Robert Turner

• Katie Pick

Ryan Direct Group

• Alan Olver

Woodgate and Clark Limited

• Marie McGlynn

All UK Adjusters Ltd

• Debbie Moores

Davies Group

• Jason Robottom

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Justin Snow

Woodgate and Clark Limited

• Melissa Cunningham

AON Ltd

• Gerard Hanratty

Crawford & Company

• Ridwan Budiman

• Kathryn Davies

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Calvin Leonsius

• Bryan Harding

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Paul Stott
• Eilidh McCallum

Cunningham Lindsey UK

Ryan Direct Group

• Caitlyn Davison

MWA Aboriculture

• Yosuke Ikejiri

Charles Taylor Adjusting

• David Clark

Lycetts Insurance Brokers

• Stacey Beckett

Cunningham Lindsey UK

Always By Your Side.

Complex shouldn’t mean complicated

Commercial and complex loss from Polygon. Simply brilliant.
Our portfolio of services includes everything you expect from The Global Expert in Property Damage Control and Temporary Climate
Solutions – fire, water, technical recovery and document restoration. We also have preventative services including leak detection and
pre-loss mitigation advice.
Sound good? We have even made getting in touch simple. Just call 01543 686114 or email richard.done@polygongroup.com
We prevent, control and mitigate the effects of water, fire and climate.
www.polygongroup.co.uk

0000 POLY-UK - CILA Advert 188wx122-5h May 2016.indd 1

24/05/2016 16:41
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CILA Conference 2016 Programme
14th September, The Midland Hotel, Manchester
08.30am

Conference opens for delegate registration

Room

Alexandra Suite

09.00am –
09.15am

Welcome by Benedict Burke, CILA President

09.15am –
09.45am

Keynote Speech – Loss Adjusting for Lloyd’s
Lloyd’s vision for the future (Vision 2025) is to be the global centre for specialist insurance and reinsurance but what
does this mean for loss adjusters? Phil Godwin, Head of Claims at Lloyd’s will share his thoughts on how loss adjusters
can be part of the Lloyd’s vision and the skills required to be successful in this unique market.
Speaker: Phil Godwin, Head of Claims, Lloyd’s

9.45am –
10.00am
10.00am –
10.45am

Comfort Break
Insurance Act 2015 – The fundamentals
The biggest change in insurance law since 1906. This session by the CILA Honorary Solicitor, Tony Dempster, will explain
the key elements of the Insurance Act 2015. You will learn how the duty of disclosure has been replaced by a duty of
“fair presentation” and what this will mean in practice for insureds, insurers, brokers and the implications this may have
for loss adjusters. The speaker will outline the remedies for breach of the duty of fair presentation and highlight some of
the practical issues that may arise. You will also learn how insurance contract law is changing in respect of warranties,
basis clauses, terms designed to reduce risk of loss and fraudulent claims all of which will be relevant to loss adjusters
handling insurance claims.
Speaker: Tony Dempster, Partner, Herbert Smith Freehills LLP

10.45am 11.15am
Room
11.15am –
12.00pm

Tea & Coffee Break
Alexandra Suite
Beyond the technical – managing
the complex issues that can make
or break a claim
Looking at real case examples,
this interactive panel session will
discuss with delegates the practical
challenges that loss adjusters face in
dealing with losses, the typical areas
where claims can go awry and what
can be done to avoid and mitigate
such difficulties.
Panel: Candy Holland, Managing
Director, Echelon Claims Consultants,
Terri Adams, Major Loss Chartered
Accountant, Cunningham Lindsey,
Maggie Cowing, Major & Complex
Loss Technical Director, Crawford
& Company, Michaela Robertson,
Senior Associate, Davies Casualty

Victoria Suite
IFB 20:20 Vision and CILA

The Insurance Act: BI peccadilloes

This session will provide an overview of
the work undertaken at an industry
level by the Insurance Fraud Bureau
(IFB). Director, Ben Fletcher will provide
an insight into why the IFB was
created, what it does, its development
to date and notable successes. Ben
will also cover the recent IFB strategic
review, the plan to now include
property claims within their remit and
what the impact, challenges and
benefits are for loss adjusters going
forward. The session will also cover
how the IFB works with the Insurance
Fraud Register (IFR) and the Insurance
Fraud Enforcement Department (IFED).

Building on the previous Insurance
Act overview, this session will focus
on specific aspects of the Act
particularly affecting Business
Interruption losses. This will include
the scope of Fair Presentations, (BI)
breaches thereof, application of
proportionate reduction; the
potential for delay and uncertainty
may undermine loss mitigation.

Introduced by: Ahmed Esat,
Associate Director, Head of Davies
Special Investigations, Garry Slater,
Director of Investigations, Stream
Claims Services
Speaker: Ben Fletcher, Director,
Insurance Fraud Bureau

12.00pm –
1.00pm
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Stanley Suite

Lunch

Speakers: Damian Glynn, Director,
Head of Financial Risks, Vrs Vericlaim,
Tony Dempster, Partner, Herbert
Smith Freehills LLP

The Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters

Room
1.00pm –
2.00pm

Alexandra Suite
What CAR? for high net worth homes
This session will explore the growth
and development of Contractors
All Risks (CAR) insurance for high
net worth homes. The speakers
will share their experiences of this
new and evolving market, including
the approach to claims and issues
that can arise. Tim Carpenter of
Cunningham Lindsey will provide
an adjuster perspective with the
use of case studies.
Speakers: Bill Wilson, Director UK
Operations, IES Insurance Engineering
Services, Matt Deaville, Partner,
Kennedys, Tim Carpenter, High Net
Worth London Manager (Private Client
Services), Cunningham Lindsey

Victoria Suite
Root cause analysis of plant &
machinery failures
This session will include a number
of case studies that highlight the
typical issues that forensic engineers
encounter when assessing the root
cause of major machinery claims.
The dilemma to solve is whether
the damage was a design defect,
an installation problem, or an
operational fault. This session will
help loss adjusters in identifying the
key areas that need to be assessed
and what evidence to gather
following notification of the claim.
Speakers: Daniel Correa, Senior
Forensic Engineer, PT&C|LWG Forensic
Consulting Services

Stanley Suite
Christchurch Earthquakes –
Orient Express, Residual BI
and Other Issues
The earthquake that hit Christchurch
over five years ago was, from an
insurance perspective, the largest
disaster of its kind. Such a significant
event was bound to test existing
thinking on how BI policies respond to
wide area damage and related issues,
yet few if any principles have been
publicly tested despite the magnitude
of the sums involved. It is estimated
that it could be another decade
before the city will fully rebuilt and
recovered. Peter Faire, an experienced
local loss adjuster and BI specialist,
will examine what legacy this event
may yet provide in terms of insurance
principles and practice.
Speaker: Peter Faire, Fawcett Faire
Limited

2.00pm –
2.30pm
2.30pm –
3.15pm

Tea & Coffee Break
(to include a networking session hosted by the Women in CILA group)
National Flood Resilience – what is
the role of the claims community?

A Guide to Pursuing an Effective
Recovery Action in Europe and
The UK government is under increasing Beyond
pressure to improve the position on
This session will look at the ways
flooding and in recent events this has
to ensure that you can effectively
led to measures such as flood
pursue a recovery action in other
resilience grants. This session will
jurisdictions. This will cover various
explore how government views the
issues including initial analysis,
role of the insurance industry in flood
limitation periods, costs, local
response and how this may impact the lawyers, timing and the importance
claims process in future events. DEFRA’s of a court appointed expert. Practical
Robbie Craig will outline the work they
guidance will also be given on
are currently undertaking in preparation how to overcome these problems
for future floods, and summarise the
illustrated by case studies. The
recent work of the Flood Resilience
session will cover the EU, China and
Roundtable work streams established
India as examples. Shane Sayers, a
in the wake on the 2015 floods. He will partner with Kennedys will provide
also outline the further support DEFRA
an international lawyers perspective.
would like to receive from the insurance Speaker: Shane Sayers, Partner,
industry. Roundtable work stream
Kennedys in London
members Roy Shevlin of Cunningham
Lindsey and Paul Redington of Zurich
will then share their views as a loss
adjuster and an insurer.

Pragmatic solutions – panel
discussion
This panel session will consider a
number of technical challenges
under the general banner of BI loss
mitigation and consider practical
responses. The discussion will build
upon earlier conference sessions and
will seek to explore developments
in terms of procedural matters such
as those highlighted in the CILA/IIL
Wording Review.
Chaired by: Steven Nock,
Crawford & Company
Panel: Sue Taylor, Head of Technical
and Complex Claims Property and
Casualty at Miller Insurance Services
LLP, Harry Roberts, Camford Sutton
Associates, Peter Faire, Fawcett Faire
Limited

Speakers: Robbie Craig, Policy Officer,
Department for Environment, Food &
Rural Affairs (Defra), Roy Shevlin,
Building Consultancy Services Director,
Cunningham Lindsey, Paul Redington,
Major Loss Team, Zurich Insurance Plc
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CILA Conference 2016 Programme
Continued
3.15pm –
3.30pm

Comfort Break

Room
3.30pm –
4.15pm

Alexandra Suite
The Insurance Act 2015 – Debate
On the 12th August 2016 the Insurance Act 2015 will become effective. There are many sources of information on
the Act but loss adjusters are practical solution finders. This session will debate those practical implementation
issues, possible insurer, risk manager and policyholder expectations and how the loss adjuster’s role may be
affected. The session will be chaired by Shân Millie and so expect thought provoking discussion.
Chaired by: Shân Millie, Director, Bright Blue Hare
Panel: Damian Glynn, Director, Head of Financial Risks, Vrs Vericlaim, Irene Davies-Foo, Casualty Operations Director,
Cunningham Lindsey, Colin Campbell, Head of Risk & Compliance at Arcadia Group Ltd,
Roger Franklin, Partner, Edwin Coe LLP

4.15pm

Conference Closes

4.15pm –
4.30pm
4.30pm –
5.30pm

Comfort Break
Annual General Meeting (CILA Members Only), Alexandra Suite

Please click here to view and download the Annual Report & Accounts
http://www.cila.co.uk/images/pdfs/CILA_2016_Annual-Report_Interactive.pdf

5.30pm –
7.00pm
07.00pm –
11.00pm

Drinks sponsored by Hawkins, Octagon Lounge
CILA Awards Dinner, Trafford Room

Evening event celebrating the qualification success of our members.
Awards ceremony followed by 3 course dinner.

Y Discounted price for CILA members. Book your place today via the CILA website. Y
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Commercial plant and machinery
– repair or replace?

In this article Joshua Boyd, Forensic Engineer at
PT&C LWG shares his thoughts on claims involving
aged equipment.
Factories and industrial facilities around the country
often operate plant and machinery which is several
decades old, but with regular maintenance still provides
reliable service to the operator. However we all know
that when a flood, power surge, dropped object or
lightning strikes, insurers are often presented with
a bill for several hundred thousand pounds for new
replacement equipment.
So, with aged equipment, what determines if it is
economically repairable or not?
When equipment suppliers operate both a sales and a
service business, there is a tendency to recommend new
equipment over a repair, even when the equipment is
repairable. This isn’t just because the profit value on a

new item of equipment is higher. Often with aged
equipment when looking forward 5, 10 or 15 years,
the lowest overall cost of ownership in that period
would mean new equipment. These economics don’t
necessarily coincide with the insurer’s obligation which
may only be to return the insured to the position they
were in before the loss.
The process by which a recommendation and quotation
for replacement is put forward is also often opaque. Who
has decided that it needs to be replaced? Were any other
options considered?
Two recent examples PT&C LWG has been involved in
concerned equipment which was 18 – 25 years old.
First, paper wrapping machines damaged in the Boxing
Day 2015 floods and second, commercial boilers flooded
following a burst mains pipe.
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Continued from page 9

The paper wrapping machines were inspected by a
representative of the manufacturer. However the
representative was a member of the sales team, not a
maintenance technician. The representative also wasn’t
able to determine the depth of the flood water, so
assumed that the flood depth was around double the
actual depth, with a consequent assumption that the
machines had sustained much more damage than they
had. Unsurprisingly this lead to a quote for around
£300,000 for new machines.
The other case involved heating/hot water boilers and the
flood damage was relatively light being the result of a burst
pipe containing clean potable water. Although the boilers
were aged, parts were readily available and they could be
returned to service by simply replacing the burners and
control system.
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In both examples, the repair option was one-third of the
cost of the replacement option which was first put forward
and with potentially a shorter lead time compared with
replacement. The repair can take place with approval from
the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) or holder of
any service or maintenance contract, ensuring existing
arrangements stay in place. The insured may still elect to
replace the aged equipment if it suits their longer term
plans, but with a realistic repair option and quotation on
the table, insurers will only be liable for what is covered
by the policy.

PT&C LWG are supporting sponsors of the CILA
Construction, Energy & Engineering SIG.
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Need to gain Continuing
Professional Development
(CPD) hours?
Take a look at the latest technical material to be published by the Institute
0.5 HOURS OF CPD

2 HOURS OF CPD

Commercial Leases and Insurance Claims
This paper has been produced by the CILA Property
SIG and is intended as a guidance document to help
members understand commercial leases, particularly
in the context of insurance claims involving tenanted
premises. The general areas covered are: purpose of
a lease, structure of a typical lease, important parts
in relation to insurance claims and claims issues.

An Insight into Rebuilding Costs
This paper was written by John Carey of the Property SIG
committee and is a practical and comprehensive guide
to calculating rebuilding costs as a loss adjuster. John is
both a Chartered Loss Adjuster and Chartered Surveyor
with considerable experience in the handling of property
claims. The paper first outlines the background to
calculating rebuilding costs and how the adequacy of
the sum insured may be considered within insurance
policies. Readers are then guided through the practical
aspects of obtaining measurements and use of the BCIS
guides when dealing with different types of property.

http://www.cila.co.uk/cila/download-link/sigdownloads/property/files-16/206-property-sig-papercommercial-leases-and-insurance-claims/file
1 HOUR OF CPD
CDM Regulations 2015: Guidance for Insurers and
Loss Adjusters
The CILA Synergy Committee have worked with the
Association of British Insurers (ABI) and the Health &
Safety Executive (HSE) to provide guidance on the
CDM Regulations 2015 for members of the CILA and
members of the ABI. This will be of importance to
members as whilst the guidance is not legally binding
Insurers will recognise the steps taken to protect all
interested parties.
http://www.cila.co.uk/images/pdfs/CDM_
Guidance_-_2016_Final.pdf

http://www.cila.co.uk/cila/downloads/sig-downloads/
property/208-an-insight-into-insurance-rebuildingcosts/file

Our particular thanks to
Mike Weatherhead, John Carey,
Kevin Wood and Shaun Kelly
for their contributions to the
above papers. We also thank the
BCIS for use of their materials.

Did you know? You can gain 5 hours of CPD by attending the conference

This publication has been made available by the Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters solely for the use and convenience of the reader. By making this
publication available the CILA does not offer any endorsement or recommendation of the views and opinions expressed therein. For a full explanation
of the terms and conditions upon which the CILA provides this publication please see our full disclaimer available on the Institute website.
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